In this paper di erent methods for training radial basis function (RBF) networks for regression problems are described and illustrated. Then, using data from the DELVE archive, they are empirically compared with each other and with some other well known methods for machine learning. Each of the RBF methods performs well on at least one DELVE task, but none are as consistent as the best of the other non-RBF methods.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to assess the predictive performance of several di erent kinds of radial basis function (RBF) network empirically. For these assessments we use data and software from the DELVE archive which makes it possible to compare the RBF networks with each other and also with other methods for machine learning.
Below, we brie y describe RBF networks and the DELVE archive. Following this introduction we describe the RBF methods to be tested in more detail, then we use the DELVE environment to assess their performance. Finally, we discuss the results and draw some conclusions about the methods.
Radial Basis Function Networks
Traditionally, RBF neural networks which model functions y(x) mapping x 2 R n to y 2 R have a single hidden layer (see Figure 1 ) so that the model, f(x) = m X j=1 w j h j (x) ; (1) is linear in the hidden-to-output weights fw j g m j=1 . The characteristic feature of RBF networks is the radial nature of the hidden unit transfer functions, fh j g m j=1 , which depend only on the distance between the input x and the centre c j of each hidden unit, scaled by a metric R j , h j (x) = (x ? c j ) > R ?1 j (x ? c j ) ;
where is some function which is monotonic for non-negative numbers. In this paper we restrict attention to diagonal metrics and Gaussian basis functions so that the transfer functions can be written 
where r j is the radius vector of the j-th hidden unit. Some authors include low-order polynomial terms in (1) but here the only non-RBF regressor we consider is a single bias unit where, for some particular index j, h j (x) = 1 for all x.
f(x) h 1 (x) . . . h j (x) . The use of RBFs was popularised in the neural networks community by Broomhead and Lowe 1988] and Moody and Darken 1989] . As Broomhead and Lowe 1988] pointed out, of crucial concern is the choice of centres which determines the number of free parameters of the model. Too few centres and the network may not be capable of generating a good approximation to the target function, too many centres and it may t misleading variations due to imprecise or noisy data. This is a manifestation of the problem of model complexity faced by all methods of nonparametric regression, also referred to as the bias-variance dilemma Geman et al., 1992] . Moody and Darken 1989] used unsupervised clustering techniques on the inputs of the training data, fx i g p i=1 , to generate the centres but, as this ignores the output data, fy i g p i=1 , it provides no control over model complexity.
A direct approach to the model complexity issue is to select a subset of centres from a larger set which, if used in its entirety, would over t the data (produce a model which is too complex). This was the approach adopted by Chen et al. 1991] who started with an empty network and then added centres one at a time until a su cient fraction of the variance of the data was accounted for by the model. Orr 1995] later re ned this method by using a more e ective stopping criterion and regularisation to further control model complexity. In both these methods the input data vectors in the training set were used as the set of candidate centres. A group of related methods also build up the network by adding new centres but use online rather than batch learning and retune the position of existing centres Platt, 1991 , Kadirkamanathan and Niranjan, 1993 , Fritzke, 1994 ].
An indirect approach to controlling model complexity is to use all the training set data as the centres (or some other set which would normally cause over t) and some form of regularisation, such as weight decay (or ridge regression as it is known in statistics). Regularisation reduces the e ective number of free parameters Moody, 1992] , lowers model complexity and thus reduces over t. This is essentially a Bayesian technique and imposes a parameterised probability distribution over the weights which creates a bias towards smooth, uncomplicated functions. Examples of this approach are Bishop 1991] , MacKay 1992] and Orr 1998 ].
Recently a new way of generating RBF centres and widths based on using the nodes of a regression tree Kubat and Ivanova, 1995, Kubat, 1998 ] has been proposed. The centres and widths of the hyperrectangular divisions of input space associated with the tree nodes are used to generate the centres and radius vectors of RBFs and each terminal node contributes one RBF to the network. A re nement of this method is, rstly, to use subset selection to control model complexity and, secondly, to use the tree to guide the order in which selections are considered Orr et al., 2000 ].
The DELVE Archive
The DELVE environment Rasmussen et al., 1996 , Neal, 1998 ] supports empirical assessments of learning methods for regression and classi cation applications. It consists of an archive of datasets, a set of conventions and software that support experiments with this data, and an archive of results of such assessments. Most of the datasets are arti cially generated by simulation programs but representative of the type of problems encountered in real applications. Simulation enables the creation of families of datasets with the same underlying generator but di erent characteristics such as the number of cases, the number of inputs, the amount of noise and the degree of non-linearity. These families can be used to investigate how the performance of a learning method varies with the characteristics of the dataset. In this study we use the following DELVE datasets.
kin This data is generated by a simulation of the kinematics of a robot arm. The target is the distance of the end of the arm from a reference point and the inputs are various joint angles.
pumadyn This data is generated from a simulation of the dynamics of a Puma 560 robot arm. The target is the angular acceleration of one of the links and the inputs are various joint angles, velocities and torques. DELVE provides les of training data (inputs and targets combined) and test data (split into separate les for inputs and targets). The experimenter's computer programs, which implement the methods to be tested, read these les (except the test set targets), learn the relationship from the training data, estimate the test set targets and write the results out to another le. DELVE software then calculates the losses by comparing the estimated and actual test set targets.
The experimenter speci es how the datasets are prepared by DELVE (the encoding and normalisation used) and the type of loss function applied. In this paper we use the default DELVE normalisation which is to shift and scale both targets and inputs so that over each training set they have median zero and their average absolute deviation from this median is one. DELVE supports several loss functions, but in this paper only squared error loss is used. A DELVE \prototask" de nes the dataset to be used, the attribute to be used as the target and the attributes to be used to predict the target. A \task" further speci es the number of cases to be used in the training set. Finally, a \task instance" is some actual data conforming to the corresponding prototask and task de nitions.
Results are displayed with the aid of Rasmussen diagrams of the kind depicted in Figure 2 , which shows some of the results already archived in DELVE. The title at the top speci es the dataset, the number of input attributes, the dataset characteristics and the name of the target attribute. In this case the data comes from the pumadyn family, has 32 inputs and is non-linear with high noise. The name of the target attribute is accel.
Results for a given task are contained in a rectangle labelled at the top with the number of training set samples. The left-to-right ordering of columns within each rectangle is the same as the top-to-bottom ordering of method names lower down. The horizontal line for each method marks the mean normalised sum-squared-error and the vertical line depicts plus and minus the standard error. These statistics come from running and testing methods on several task instances (usually 8). If a method's mean performance is worse than the maximum error on the vertical axis, its performance is represented by an upward pointing arrow near the top of the plot.
Below each rectangle is an array of numbers. If method A performs better than method B and the probability that this di erence could have occurred by chance (as calculated by a simple t-test) is less than or equal to 9 (after multiplication by 100 and rounding) then this gure appears in A's column and B's row. Otherwise there is star character, or a blank if A and B are the same method. For example, the number 5 means that there is a 0.05 probability that the better performance of the method in the column compared to the method in the row could have arisen by chance. A method which has small numbers in its column performs well compared to the other methods.
The methods shown in gure 2, along with one other (gp-map-1), are used later for comparison to the RBF networks described in the next section. These methods are:
lin-1 Linear least squares regression.
knn-cv-1 K-nearest neighbours for regression. K is selected by using leaveone-out cross-validation.
mars3.6-bag-1 Multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) Friedman, 1991] , version 3.6 with bagging.
mlp-ese-1 Multilayer perceptron ensembles, trained with early stopping implemented by conjugate gradient optimisation.
mlp-mc-1 Multilayer perceptron networks trained by Bayesian learning using MCMC methods.
gp-map-1 Gaussian processes for regression, trained using a maximum aposteriori approach implemented by conjugate gradient optimisation.
Further details can be obtained from the DELVE web site Rasmussen et al., 1996] .
The Methods to be Assessed
The methods to be assessed in this paper are all based on radial basis function networks but use di erent approaches to set the positions and sizes of the hidden units and to control model complexity. Orr et al. 2000] rbf-rt-2 regression tree + forward selection ; p min Orr et al. 2000] The methods are not fully automatic and require certain parameters to be set for di erent applications. The parameters are listed in Table 1 and the procedure for setting them described in Section 3. In addition, a model selection criterion has to be chosen for each method.
Below, we describe the features common to each method and then the individual methods in more detail. Matlab software implementing the methods and used for the experiments reported in this paper is available on the Internet Orr, 1999a].
Common Characteristics of the Methods
Each method estimates a model (1) of the target function from a training set containing p input-output cases, f(x i ; y i )g p i=1 . The responses of the m hidden units (2) of the RBF network to the p inputs of the training set can be gathered together in a matrix, H 2 R p m , called the design matrix, whose individual components are H ij = h j (x i ). If the network weights are w = w 1 ; : : : ; w m ] > , then the outputs of the network in response to the p inputs are given by Hw and therefore the sum of squared errors is E = (y ? Hw) > (y ? Hw):
(3) For rbf-rt-1 and rbf-rt-2 this is the quantity which is minimised to nd the optimum weights, once the centres and radii on which H depends have been determined. The quantity which is minimised for the other two methods, rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2, involves an extra penalty term to discourage large weights and prevent over tting and is (6) where = 0 for the minimum of (3). Substituting (5,6) into (3) gives the sum of squared errors at the optimal weight, E = y > P 2 y ; (7) P = I p ? HA ?1 H > :
The e ective number of free parameters in the network Moody, 1992] , which plays a crucial role in determining the model complexity, is given by The methods can use a variety of model selection criteria to optimise model complexity and to choose between competing values for method parameters. In this paper we use two di erent selection criteria in conjunction with the RBF methods.
One is Bayesian information criterion (BIC) Schwarz, 1978] , the other is generalised cross-validation (GCV) Golub et al., 1979] 
BIC is more conservative (more likely to restrain model complexity) than GCV. Some authors, reporting experiments on methods which, like most of ours, involve subset selection, have obtained better results by using BIC instead of GCV Barron and Xiao, 1991] or by modifying GCV to make it more conservative Friedman, 1991] . Each method has some parameters which must be set for di erent applications (see Section 3). However, one of these parameters, , is shared by all methods and it a ects the radius vector, r j , of each hidden unit (2). Each method has its own way of setting the nominal size, s j , of each basis function. In rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2 the nominal size is the same for all basis functions while for the tree-based methods, rbf-rt-1 and rbf-rt-2, the sizes are determined by the corresponding widths of the hyperrectangular divisions of input space, and thus vary from one hidden unit to the next. The actual RBF widths used in the transfer functions (2) are r j = s j :
When a method is run it is supplied with a number of alternative values for the parameter and the value which produces the network with the lowest estimated prediction error (GCV or BIC) is adopted as the optimum. This procedure is a simple sampling method to optimise the overall scale of the RBFs without resorting to the complexities and extra computational burden of non-linear parameter optimisation Bishop, 1995] .
Below we describe the individual characteristics of the methods. For the purposes of illustration we use the data set shown in Figure 3 which consists of 100 cases with inputs drawn randomly from the range ?4 < x < 4 and outputs sampled with Gaussian noise of standard deviation = 0:1 from the Hermite polynomial y = 1 + (1 ? x + 2 x 2 ) exp(?x 2 ).
rbf-fs-2
This method implements regularised forward selection Orr, 1995 , Chen et al., 1996 with the addition of optimisation of the overall RBF scale through the parameter , as described above. The basic algorithm starts with a set of candidate RBFs, with di erent positions but the same size, and an empty network. Candidates are selected and added to the network one at a time while keeping track of the estimated prediction error. At each step the candidate which most decreases the sum of squared errors (7) and has not already been selected is chosen to be added to the network. Initially, predicted error decreases but as the network gets bigger its complexity increases and it eventually begins to over t the data. At that point the predicted error starts to increase and the algorithm stops adding RBFs. As an additional safeguard against over tting, the method uses ridge regression (4{6) and the regularisation parameter is re-estimated between each iteration using (13). Ecient computation is achieved through the use of Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation Chen et al., 1991] .
The locations of the candidate RBFs are determined by the inputs in the training set so there are as many candidates as there are cases. The nominal width in each dimension is equal to the total spread of input values, s jk = max i (x ik ) ? min i (x ik ) ; and is the same for each candidate. For example, in our illustrative data set (Figure 3) this width is approximately 8. This is rather large, but the actual widths used, r jk , are scaled by the parameter , as discussed above (12). For each alternative value of a separate pool of candidates with the same locations but di erent widths is created and a network is constructed by applying the subset selection method outlined above to that set of candidates. The network with the lowest estimated prediction error is chosen as the \best" network, thereby determining . Table 1 lists a second method parameter, bias, in addition to for rbf-fs-2. This parameter is a switch controlling whether or not a bias unit should be used. If the switch is on then a single bias unit is included in each set of candidates before subset selection starts and this unit may subsequently be selected. Otherwise, bias units are not added to the sets of candidates and so cannot be selected. For datasets whose mean output value is far from zero, such as our illustrative example (Figure 3 ), the bias unit is likely to be selected and may help make the nal subset smaller than it would otherwise have been. Alternatively, if the mean output value is close to zero, the bias unit is unlikely to be selected or to have minimal a ect if it is. Table 2 shows the results of two runs of the method on the dataset in Figure Table 2 : Parameters and results for two runs of rbf-fs-2 on the dataset in Figure 3 .
When the bias parameter is switched on, the bias unit is selected along with 7 RBFs with a radius of 0.8 (= 0:1 8). When the bias parameter is o the bias unit is unavailable for selection. To compensate for its absence, more RBFs are selected and the optimum width increases to 1.2 (= 0:15 8). However, the model complexity also increases (as can be seen from the increase in ) and the test set performance degrades due to slight over t.
rbf-rr-2
This method is based on ridge regression combined with optimisation of the overall RBF scale Orr, 1998 ]. The locations of the RBFs in the network are determined by the inputs of the training set, so there are as many hidden units as there are cases.
The nominal width of the RBFs in each dimension k is equal to the total spread of input values, s jk = max i (x ik ) ? min i (x ik ) ; and is the same for each RBF. The actual widths depend also on the trial values for the overall scale supplied via the parameter as described above, and a separate network is created for each alternative. The regularisation parameter of each of these networks is then optimised by minimising the model selection criterion and the network with the lowest predicted error \wins".
The regularisation parameter is optimised by re-estimation using the GCV-based formula given in Orr 1998] The right hand side of the formula is evaluated with an initial guess for to produce a new guess and the sequence of values produced by successive iterations converges to a local minimum. To increase the likelihood of nding the global minimum, the re-estimations are seeded with a number of alternative initial guesses for . These alternatives are speci ed by the method parameter 0 , listed in Table 1 . E cient computation is achieved by employing the eigenvalues of HH > rather by explicit computation of the inverse of (6) Orr, 1999b] . Table 1 lists one other method parameter in addition to and 0 : bias. This parameter is a switch controlling whether or not a bias unit is included in the network. For datasets whose mean output value is close to zero, inclusion of a bias unit is unlikely to make much di erence but for other datasets it may improve performance.
We tried out the method on the dataset shown in Figure 3 with the method parameter values shown in Table 3 . Results are given for 2 runs, one with a bias unit and one without. The results shown are r (the optimum RBF width), (the value of the regularisation at the global minimum of BIC), (the e ective number of parameters) and the root mean square prediction error over a noiseless test set. Table 3 : Parameters and results for two runs of rbf-fs-2 on the dataset in Figure 3 .
When the bias unit is included the regularisation is relatively strong (a high value of ) and the optimum scale is = 0:1. Since the nominal RBF width is 8 (the spread in x values) the optimum radius is 0.8 (= 0:1 8). When the bias unit is excluded the method compensates by choosing a higher RBF radius, 1.2 (= 0:15 8). This change alone would decrease model complexity but is balanced by a corresponding decrease in the amount of regularisation (a lower value for ) so that the number of free parameters, , and indeed the test set error, hardly change at all. Figure 4 shows the variation of BIC with for the dataset in Figure 3 with RBFs of radius 1.2 and no bias unit. In this particular case, there are no local minima and each of the trial values for 0 converge to the global minimum near = 3:6 10 ?3 . The circles show the sequence of re-estimated values that started at 0 = 10 ?6 . 
rbf-rt-1
The methods above depend on the training set inputs to determine RBF centre locations and restrict the RBFs to have the same width in each dimension. An alternative method, recently proposed Kubat and Ivanova, 1995, Kubat, 1998 ], determines both RBF locations and widths from the positions and sizes of the hyperrectangular subdivisions imposed on the input space by a regression tree Breiman et al., 1984 , Quinlan, 1993 . The approach eliminates the main disadvantage of regression trees (a discontinuous model) while preserving a key feature (automatic relevance determination). The original version Kubat, 1998 ] has been re ned by Orr et al. 2000 ] to include better control of model complexity. It is this improved algorithm which is implemented by the method rbf-rt-1 and which we now describe.
The rst stage is to generate a regression tree. The mean output value on either side of the bifurcation is
where p L and p R are the number of samples in each subset. The residual square error between model and data is then
The bifurcation which minimises E(k; b) over all possible choices of k and b is used to create the \children" of the root node and is found by a simple discrete search over n dimensions and p cases. The children of the root node are then split recursively in the same manner. The process terminates when all remaining bifurcations would create children containing fewer than p min samples, where p min is a parameter of the method. The regression tree is only used to generate potential RBF centres and its size does not determine model complexity so the nal pruning step normally associated with recursive splitting methods is omitted.
To transform the j-th hyperrectangle in the regression tree into a Gaussian RBF (2) we use its centre c j as the RBF centre and its size s j , scaled by a parameter , as the RBF radius, r j = s j . The method parameter plays a similar role to its counterpart in rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2: multiple trial values create separate collections of RBFs which compete to generate the best network. Unlike rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2, there is no bias parameter since the root node of the regression tree produces such a wide RBF that it acts much like a bias.
Each collection of RBFs (one for each combination of trial values for p min and )
forms a set of candidate RBFs from which a subset is selected to create a network. The network with the lowest estimated prediction error is the preferred model. Standard methods could be used for the subset selection and for rbf-rt-2, described below, this is the case. However, in rbf-rt-1 the regression tree is not discarded after generating the candidate RBFs but used to guide the order in which RBFs are considered for inclusion in the network. The intuition behind this idea is that large RBFs should be considered rst, to synthesise coarse features of the data, and smaller ones later, to model the ne detail. This can be achieved by traversing the tree from the largest hyperrectangle (and RBF) at the root to the smallest hyperrectangles (and RBFs) at the terminal nodes. Thus the rst decision should be whether to include the root node in the model, the second whether to include any of the children of the root node, and so on, until the terminal nodes are reached.
To counter the classic problem of forward selection (one regressor blocking the selection of more \explanatory" regressors) we consider the e ect of deleting as well as retaining the parent when considering the addition of one or both children to the growing network. Thus our method has a measure of backward elimination as well as forward selection and bears some similarity to the selection schemes developed for the MARS Friedman, 1991] and MAPS Barron and Xiao, 1991] algorithms. The selection algorithm depends on the concept of an active list of nodes. At any given step in the selection process only these nodes and their children are considered for inclusion or exclusion from the model. Each time RBFs are added or subtracted from the model the active list expands by having a node replaced by its children. Eventually the active list becomes coincident with the terminal nodes and the search is terminated. The steps of the algorithm are as follows.
1. Initialise the active list with the root node and the network with the root node's RBF. 2. For all nonterminal nodes on the active list consider the e ect (on the predicted error) of adding both or just one of the children's RBFs (three possible modi cations to the network). If the parent's RBF is already in the network, also consider the e ect of rst removing it before adding one or both child RBFs or of just removing it (a further four possible modi cations). 3. From all possible modi cations to the network choose the one which most decreases predicted error. Update the network and remove the node involved from the active list, replacing it with its children. If none of the modi cations decrease the predicted error then choose one of the active nodes at random and replace it by its children but leave the network unaltered. 4. Return to step 2 and repeat until all the active list contains only terminal nodes.
We next demonstrate rbf-rt-1 on the dataset in Figure 3 . Table 4 lists the method parameters on the left and the results, including the best parameter values, the number (m) of RBFs in the network and the root mean square prediction error over a noiseless test set, on the right. We compare GCV and BIC as the model selection criterion, while leaving all other method parameters the same. Table 4 : Method parameters and results for rbf-rt-1 on the dataset in Figure 3 .
In contrast to rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2, where the trials values for are usually quite small (because the nominal RBF sizes are quite large), in rbf-rt-1 values of about 1 (or more for multi-dimensional input spaces) are more appropriate. This is because the nominal RBF sizes in rbf-rt-1 encompass both large and small, due to the variety of hyperrectangle sizes in the regression tree, and, to some extent, are already tuned to the data. The parameter p min , which is the minimum number of cases per tree node, determines the regression tree size and its trial values should normally be quite small (2 to 6).
The results illustrate the comments in Section 2.1 about BIC performing better than GCV. Although both criteria led to the same choices for and p min , the less conservative GCV caused more RBFs to be selected and consequent over tting of the data. Figure 5 shows the characteristically discontinuous prediction of a pure regression tree and the prediction of rbf-rt-1 (using BIC). 
rbf-rt-2
The special subset selection scheme used in rbf-rt-1 is based on intuition rather than any theoretical principle and its success can only be judged on empirical results. To aid this assessment we implemented a second version of the method which performs exactly the same steps as rbf-rt-1 except that the subset selection algorithm is plain forward selection. Given the same trial values for and p min , both methods select networks from the same sets of candidate RBFs and each chooses the network with lowest BIC. However, in the case of rbf-rt-2, all candidate RBFs are considered for selection at each step (not just those in the active list used by rbf-rt-1) and there is no backward elimination. In rbf-rt-1 the regression tree is used to guide the selection process as well as generate the candidate RBFs, but in rbf-rt-2 there is no further use for the tree after the candidates have been produced. parameters results method p min p min m error rbf-rt-1 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 3, 4, 5 1.5 4 10 0.039 rbf-rt-2 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 3, 4, 5 1.5 3 12 0.049 Table 5 : Methods rbf-rt-1 and rbf-rt-2 on the dataset in Figure 3 .
Once again we demonstrate on the Figure 3 dataset, this time comparing the two versions of the method. Method parameters and results are shown in Table 5 . The error gures indicate that, for this particular dataset, rbf-rt-1 performs better. Of course, tests on single datasets can be misleading, which is one of the reasons for using the DELVE environment for the main assessments in this paper. It is worth noting that when the above test was repeated on 10 replications of the same data set (only the random x samples and noise samples varying) the average performances were almost identical (0:044 0:009 for rbf-rt-1 and 0:044 0:008 for rbf-rt-2). This provides an initial indication that there is, in fact, little di erence between the two methods.
Method Parameters
Most learning methods have features or control parameters which in practice are chosen, at least in part, by human judgement and experience. A typical example would be the number of layers, and the number of hidden units in each layer, of a multilayer perceptron. Empirical results on such methods are more useful if accompanied by a description of how such decisions are arrived at. The function of this section is to specify how the various parameters involved in the RBF methods were chosen for the DELVE experiments.
Some parameters, such as the scale parameter , are speci ed by a number of discrete trial values which are tested within the method to determine which of them produces the lowest model selection score. However, a human decision as to what, and how many, trial values to use is still required and the nal choice of parameter value is thus \semi-automatic". Other choices, such as which model selection criterion to use, can only be made by a human on the basis of previous experience.
For the DELVE experiments we used one family of datasets, the kin family, to gain experience with the methods and and another family, the pumadyn family, to generate empirical results. For the kin family, we re-ran the methods several times on the same tasks with di erent parameter settings. Then we ran the methods once only on pumadyn data using parameter settings which had given the best performance on the corresponding kin task. The rationale behind this is that method parameters can be set from the general characteristics of a dataset (the number of inputs, degree of nonlinearity and amount of noise) and is consistent with the recommendations of the DELVE authors to treat certain datasets, including kin, for development and parameter tuning and others, including pumadyn, for assessment only (without any parameter tuning).
The parameter tuning was performed at the level of DELVE \prototasks" where the dataset family (kin), the target attribute (dist) and the family member (amount of noise and degree of nonlinearity) are speci ed but not the individual task instance. We used only the smallest kin training sets (p = 64; 128) for tuning, then used the tuned parameters for all training set sizes (p = 64; 128; 256; 512; 1024) of the pumadyn family. Tables 6, 7 and 8 summarise the the best rbf-fs-2, rbf-rr-2 and rbf-rt-1 parameter settings found for the di erent kin family members. Values in parenthesis indicate that no strong preference was found for that parameter (the value given is the one actually used for the pumadyn assessments). 4; 5; 6 on o GCV kin-32nm/dist 1:2; 1:4; 1:6 on o GCV kin-32nh/dist 1:2; 1:4; 1:6 (on) o GCV Table 6 : Best rbf-fs-2 parameter settings.
For rbf-fs-2, as well as the other methods, the parameter which was found to have the greatest a ect on performance was the scale parameter . This determines the size of the radial functions relative to the spread in each input dimension (for rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2) or relative to the hyperrectangles of the regression tree (for rbf-rt-1 and rbf-rt-2). Datasets with high noise and a fairly linear structure are best handled by relatively large RBFs. This accords with the intuition that nonlinear structure is best tted by high resolution (small) RBFs unless it is buried in noise.
The rbf-fs-2 method can be used with or without re-estimation of the regularisation (or ridge) parameter which appears in equations (4) and (13). For all but two members of the kin family there was a small but signi cant advantage to having re-estimation turned on (consistent with the results of Orr 1995] ). The method was also found to produce better performance with GCV, rather than BIC, as the model selection criterion. For the 32-input prototasks there was an advantage to turning o the bias option (not allowing the selection of a bias unit), but for all but one of the 8-input cases it made little di erence. Table 7 : Best rbf-rr-2 parameter settings.
In six cases out of eight cases the rbf-rr-2 method showed no preference for any particular value of 0 , the initial value of the regularisation parameter (di erent combinations of the values 1, 10 ?3 , 10 ?6 and 10 ?9 were tried) and in these cases a single default value of 10 ?3 was chosen for the pumadyn experiments. This is an indication that a single minimum (of GCV with respect to ) exists (as in Figure 4 , for example) and that consequently the initial value for is immaterial. However, two cases (kin-8fm and kin-8nm) exhibited a preference for avoiding low initial values. This indicates two things: rstly, the presence of multiple minima, and secondly, a preference for a minimum which is not global. Here the model selection criterion must be failing: for some task instances the global minimum of GCV is not the best performing value of and is probably causing over t. Nevertheless, for rbf-rr-2 GCV always performs better than BIC.
rbf-rt-1 prototask p min MSC kin-8fm/dist 10; 12; 14 2; 3 BIC kin-8fh/dist 6; 8; 10 3; 4 BIC kin-8nm/dist 2; 4; 6; 8 5 BIC kin-8nh/dist 4; 6; 8 5 BIC kin-32fm/dist 10; 12; 14 3; 4 BIC kin-32fh/dist 10; 12; 14 4; 5 BIC kin-32nm/dist 10; 12; 14 3; 4 BIC kin-32nh/dist 8; 10; 12 5; 6 BIC Table 8 : Best rbf-rt-1 parameter settings.
The rbf-rt-1 method, like rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2, is sensitive to the trial values used for the parameter which determines the overall scale of the radial functions. However, it is also quite sensitive to its other main parameter, p min , the minimum number of cases per node of the regression tree. The fourth method, rbf-rt-2, is very similar to rbf-rt-1 and the same tuned parameter values were used for both methods in the experiments on the pumadyn datasets.
Results
Before we discuss the main results on the pumadyn datasets, we give some results for the kin family, bearing in mind that the latter have been produced after re-running the RBF methods a few times to improve their parameter values, as described in the previous section. The kin results are thus unreliable as the basis of an assessment of the RBF methods in practical applications (where such parameter tuning is usually unavailable). However, below we wish to draw some conclusions based on comparing the kin and pumadyn results. Figure 6 shows results for the kin-8fm/dist tasks (8 inputs, fairly linear, medium noise) and in Figure 7 for the kin-8nm/dist tasks (8 inputs, nonlinear, medium noise). The lin-1 and knn-cv-1 methods, which mostly underperform the other methods, are not shown.
rbf-rt-1, rbf-rt-2 have similar performances and do not perform well for low numbers of cases or for nonlinear data. rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2 are also quite similar and better than the other two RBF methods but are outperformed by gp-map-1, mlp-ese-1 and mlp-mc-1 on the nonlinear data. Much the same general trends are found for the other kin family datasets except that high noise tends to blur the distinction between the di erent methods. For the pumadyn family, the performance of rbf-rt-1 is generally quite close to that of rbf-rt-2, and rbf-fs-2 is similar to rbf-rr-2, just as in the results for the kin family. However, for the pumadyn data, rbf-rt-1 and rbf-rt-2 consistently perform better than rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2, the opposite of their relation for the kin data. Indeed, except for a drop in performance when the number of training cases is low (p = 64; 128), rbf-rt-1 are rbf-rt-2 are amongst the best methods for pumadyn, the others being mlp-mc-1, gp-map-1 and mars3.6-bag-1.
Discussion
The results in this paper, on both the kin and pumadyn DELVE datasets, show little di erence between the two RBF methods based on regression trees, rbf-rt-1, which uses ordered selection, and rbf-rt-2, which uses simple forward selection. Previously Orr et al., 2000] , we had found evidence of a signi cant di erence in average performance, on some simulated (non-DELVE) datasets which favoured the rbf-rt-1 method. However, we now believe that the particular scheme used to select the subset of RBF candidates is less important than originally thought, although it obviously has an e ect for certain problems. Both methods perform relatively poorly for small training set sizes. This is probably due to under t as there may not be enough cases to create a large enough set of tree nodes (and corresponding RBFs) from which to select an e ective subset.
Generally speaking rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2 performed fairly well on the kin family, while the results for rbf-rt-1 and rbf-rt-2 were disappointing. Since all the methods had their parameters tuned, to some extent, to the kin family (as described in Section 3), we had expected them to degrade somewhat in performance when applied, without further modi cation of their parameters, to the pumadyn data. Our expectations were ful lled for rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2 but, rather surprisingly, both rbf-rt-1 and rbf-rt-2 improved relative to the other methods and, in fact, were amongst the best (except for small training set sizes). This suggests that there may be certain characteristics of datasets other than those manifested in the DELVE families (degree of nonlinearity, amount of noise and number of inputs) which favour the use of certain methods over others. We note that MARS also performed rather badly on the kin data but had greater success with the pumadyn data.
The similar performances of rbf-fs-2 and rbf-rr-2 are not entirely surprising as both methods involve ridge regression. The main di erence is that rbf-fs-2 selects a subset of the centres provided by the training set inputs while rbf-rr-2 uses them all. However, for many task instances, especially for the high dimensional (n = 32) tasks, rbf-fs-2 had not reached a minimum value of GCV before the entire set of candidate RBFs had been selected and thus produced the same hidden layer as the rbf-rr-2 method. In such cases the nal value of the regularisation parameter may di er slightly but the network weights and therefore also the test set predictions will be very similar. Greater di erences in performance could be induced by turning o ridge regression in rbf-fs-2, forcing it to rely entirely on subset size to control model complexity, but when the method parameters were adapted to the kin family (Section 3) there was a small but de nite preference for having ridge regression turned on.
One of the main weaknesses of all four RBF methods is the sensitivity of their performance to di erent choices for their parameters, such as , the overall scale size. When we decided to use trial values for the parameters, and pick the best according to which one delivered the lowest model selection score, we had anticipated that all problems regarding what set of trial values to use could be solved, at least in principle, by providing a very large number covering a very large range. In this case, something close to the \right" value would be present amongst the possible choices and could be found eventually (leaving aside questions of computational cost). However, this turns out not to be the case because the model selection criteria can be misleading about which parameter values produce the most accurate predictions. We have already alluded to this problem when we mentioned that two of the eight kin prototasks showed a preference for high starting values for the regularisation parameter ( 0 ) in rbf-rt-2 (Section 3). The reason for this can only be to avoid global minima of GCV at low values which are producing weak (over tting) predictions. A similar problem a ects the scale parameter in all the RBF methods. When we attempted to ne tune the set of trial values for using test set results for the kin family (Section 3), we found that care was necessary to avoid providing trial values which were, in some sense, \too low", because these values were resulting in good model selection scores but poor test results. Thus there is a problem with the model selection criteria, or with the way they are being used, which is interfering with their function of guarding against over t. Similar comments apply to the set of trial values used for the p min parameter in rbf-rt-1 and rbf-rt-2.
Conclusion
The best overall methods amongst those considered in this paper were Bayesian MLPs (mlp-mc-1) and Gaussian processes (gp-map-1), which were usually amongst the best performers for both sets of DELVE dataset families used in the assessments. The performance of the four RBF methods assessed were not as consistently high, though they performed well on some individual tasks. This suggests that either RBF networks have intrinsically patchy performance or (more likely) that more theoretical work is necessary to develop reliable methods for optimising RBF performance on particular datasets.
